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Wampano-Quiripi
• Paleo-Indians arrive ~ 10,000 years ago
• Algonquin speakers ~ 2000 years ago
• agriculture ~ 1000 years ago
• In 1633 an epidemic drastically reduced the 
native population
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1685 — Judah Gregory
• One of the eight founding families of 
Danbury
• “Purchased” land from local natives 
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1733 — Joseph Gregory
• First owner known to pasture animals
• sheep and one cow
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1750 — Nathaniel Gregory
• A clothier by trade
• Land was divided into seven parcels among 
his children
• His wife received “half the house and barns 
for life.”
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1766 — John Gregory
• A shoemaker lived on his 52-acre farm 
(surrounded by Gregory lands). 
• He left “his youngest son, Caleb Curtis, 
$250 and part of homestead, with privilege 
to buy the rest—to offset his brother’s 
trades.”
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1815 — Caleb Curtis Gregory
• Inherited 8 acres and purchased the rest 
from his brothers
• The farm grew to its largest size under 
Caleb
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1845 — Hiram Delos Gregory
• Had between 40-50 
cows 
• With son, ran dairy 
farm for many years, 
including a “dairy and 
wagon milk route in 
Danbury”
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1907 — James Smith Gregory
• “One of the best-
known and most 
successful farmers in 
Danbury” 
• Gregory Street is 
named after him
• Stopped raising cows 
about 1915
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1932 — Delos Eliot Gregory
•Worked in a local hat factory 
• He apparently did not farm
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1954 — John P. Previdi
• Mayor of Danbury, 
1951–1955
• Purchased 232-acre 
parcel as investment 
for his daughters, one 
of whom was a WCSC 
alumnus
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sidebar • By the late sixties WCSC was 
out-growing its campus
• Should it:
• buy adjacent property in 
Danbury?
• split the campus?
• relocate to the south?
• relocate to the north?
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• Should it:
• buy adjacent property in 
Danbury?
• split the campus!
• relocate to the south?
• relocate to the north?
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1969 — WCSC
• Westconn agrees to buy the “Gregory 
Farm” from Previdi for $1.1 million
• Wanted to help keep WCSC in Danbury
• Previdi, “How can I say no to Ruth Haas? 
Nobody can say no to her!”
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1972 — WCSC
• 34 additional acres were purchase to 
provide access to Mill Plain Road
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“Road to Nowhere”
• Four-lane, 1.5-mile access road to the site 
built in 1975
• first building completed seven years later
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“Death of Higher 
Education in Danbury”
• 9 March 1979 — SGA staged a 250-car 
procession, funeral and burial of the 
“future”
• protest of the delays in state funding for 
building on the Westside Campus
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• President Bersi gave the Eulogy
• “We will all be out here in the near 
future to resurrect WestConn.”
• a few weeks later Governor Grasso 
ordered Bonding Commission to act on the 
funding for Westside construction.
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1979 construction 
begins
• 1979, constructions begins on first building
• Ella Grasso Hall completed in 1982
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